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MCNAIR ABSTRACT 
 
Ideas about identity are articulated largely through the mainstream media, primarily 

controlled by those of European descent. Media misrepresentations of black people seem 

to be caused by a disconnection between media producers and black media consumers 

concerning how black people should be portrayed. The purpose of this study was to 

explore the differences between how black college students in the U.S., Ghana, and 

England see themselves as opposed to how they believe media portray them. The author 

conducted in-depth interviews with students between the ages of 18 and 26 who self-

identify as black or who say they are of African descent from the three countries for a 

total of 15 interviews. The findings reveal that black college students perceive Western 

media as purporting negative images of black people as general fact. The study also 

reveals that these students desire an increase in minority representation and cultural 

sensitivity among media producers. 
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INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

 The media frame the world. They explain conflicts, issues and people. Most of the 

information one has on a given topic has been shaped by and given through the media. 

“What [media] ‘produce’ is, precisely, representations of the social world, images, 

descriptions, explanations and frames for understanding how the world is and why it 

works as it is said and shown to work,” said author Stuart Hall in “The Whites of Their 

Eyes: Racist Ideologies and the Media” (89). When the media is correct in its articulation 

of a subject’s facts, the public’s opinions and beliefs are well-informed. If the media is 

biased or skewed, however, the public has been misled. “In modern societies, the 

different media are especially important sites for the production, reproduction, and 

transformation of ideologies,” Hall said. 

 Extensive literature has been written based on research about the various ways the 

mass media have misrepresented black people and how this has negatively affected the 

view black people have of themselves and the view non-blacks have of them (Gray; 

Berry, “From Goodtimes”; Fisler and Lowenstein; Entman; Dennis and Pease; Dates and 

Barlow; Collins; Coleman). Ethnographic literature indicates that a monolithic black 

community does not exist, however, findings of scholarly research have consistently 

supported that the images of Black people in the mainstream press, as a whole, have been 

detrimental and stereotypical (Matabane, Rhodes). Media images of Black people in 

general can be, according to Hall, categorized into three “base-images of the ‘grammar of 

race’”:  there is the dependable, yet conniving slave-figure; the native who is both 

dignified and savage; and the clown or entertainer whose existence is defined by how 

well he or she amuses the White majority (15-16). Furthermore, the literature reveals that 
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generalizations and stereotypes cause blacks to be seen negatively and see themselves 

negatively (Bretl, 595-609; Carnoy; Berry, “Mediated messages”; Bobo; Campbell; 

Coleman; Dates and Pease; Ducille). This negative view is not limited to adults, but 

extends to black children’s self-perception as well.  

 Herman Gray’s book Cultural Moves explores how activism over the years has 

served to increase the representation of African Americans on network television, but 

now some conservatives use this increase in representation to say that racism and 

inequality are problems of the past.  Yet, how can a simple increase in representation 

wipe out years of misrepresentation?  According to Gray and many other media scholars 

discussed, it cannot. This is why my research project is important to media studies.  How 

black people are portrayed impacts black people all over the world, and blacks 

interactions with non-blacks.  My research will begin to show how perceptions are 

viewed among different groups of black people, and it will allow the impacted population 

to speak for themselves via the interviews used to collect the data. 

 Black youth are not naïve. They know about the stereotypes and views people 

have of them. Just the perception of being stereotyped alone causes anger and self-esteem 

issues. In “The Menace II Society Copycat Murder Case and Thug Life: A Reception 

Study with a Convicted Criminal,” Robin R. Means-Coleman, Associate Professor of 

Afro-American and African Studies and Communication Studies, corresponds with 

Caryon Johnson, one of five young men who said the movie Menace II Society motivated 

them to murder (among other crimes). Means-Coleman said, “I [Coleman] learned that, 

be it in lived experience or in media, Caryon encountered no messages against the 

conditions of his thug masculinity and his violent world. What he did encounter was a 
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Black manhood framed by and (re)produced through media spectacle (e.g, celebrities and 

Hollywood films) that reaffirmed an identity position marked by power—sexual 

conquest, aggression/violence, and wealth (259).” The media Caryon used gave his 

impressionable mind a reason to continue in a negative behavioral pattern. He did not 

consume any media that told him that thug life was not the best/ right way to express his 

masculinity. Granted, that media may have existed, but not in the narrow genre of movies 

Caryon defined as “real” and desirable to watch. Mainstream media continuously sends a 

message that acting out will gain youth respect and popularity. Even when media 

practitioners produce shows about the the problem of youth violence in black America, 

they sensationalize reality to garner ratings/sales. 

 People understand the world through categories and groupings; it is human nature 

(Keim 3, 4). It is easy and helps people to think that they know about large groups or 

tough issues. Furthermore, most people do not have the time or patience to look at dozens 

of sources of information about a given subject (Keim 3, 4). They look at CNN, maybe 

read a newspaper article, throw in what they have heard and what has happened in their 

own experiences, and then form an opinion. A lot of people are unconscious of the 

existent and the way humans organize our thoughts. The public needs to have a complex, 

complete view of a subject so that they do not make misjudgments or create 

misunderstandings. Unfortunately, the mainstream media, which many use for primary 

sources of information about a subject, give slanted views and narrow slices of 

information. The solution seems to be offering more of a spectrum of black identity in 

media and more black media practitioners. In “Black Audiences, Past and Present 

Commonsense Media Critics and Activists,” author Catherine Squires said the more 
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power black people have to generate the images by which they are defined as a group, the 

more accurate those images will be. “We need to control the machines that generate the 

images and perpetuate the images… We need to generate our own images (104),” she 

said. Through black media producers and an active black audience, black people may 

have an effective way to shape how the media represent them in news and entertainment. 

Thesis Statement and Predicted Outcome 

The author’s research explores the differences between how black college 

students in the U.S., Ghana, and England view themselves juxtaposed to how they 

believe media portray them. Since media misrepresentations of black people seem to be 

caused by a disconnection between media producers and black media consumers, this 

research contributes to answering questions about how black people view their identity 

and see their identity reflected in the media. 

There are three main questions my research explores.  How do black college 

students in the U.S., Ghana, and Europe see themselves culturally as opposed to how they 

believe media portray them? Do these students believe that Western media oversimplify 

what it means to be black? How do black college students think the mainstream media 

would change if more blacks were involved in the process of creating news? This 

research attempts to allow black voices to speak for themselves and inform media 

practitioners (both black and white) about the discrepancies that exist. The predictions 

were that Black students will have a healthy, loving, but defensive view of themselves, 

that Black students will have a negative overall view of mainstream media because of the 

lack of positive black images, and that Black students will believe that more media 

representation in the newsroom will mean better representation of black people. 
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METHODOLOGY 

 My research is presented through qualitative research and methods because the 

work explores symbols understood by and messages communicated to a particular group 

(in this case, black college students). In Qualitative Research Methods for the Social 

Sciences, author Bruce L. Berg explains that qualitative research "refers to the meanings, 

concepts, definitions, characteristics, metaphors, symbols, and descriptions of things" 

using methods that emphasize the why and how of a phenomenon (Woodard, Anita Hill 

27). Qualitative means allow my research to explore behind the vale of numbers and 

gauge the views, rationales and emotions of the students studied. 

 Furthermore, my research uses two techniques within qualitative research, 

snowball sampling and the long interview. Researcher Andrea Press explains that: 

 

In snowball sampling, one starts with a member of the desired group and asks that 

person for a friend, neighbor, or relative in order to continue interviewing within 

the same class group. Snowball sampling makes no claim to yield a representative 

sample of a group; in any case my numbers here are too small for me to make 

such a claim. (Press 179) 

 

Snowball sampling is appropriate because my research does not purport to express all of 

the views black college students have in regards to their media portrayal. My study is 

limited to simply giving voice to groups of students and gauging a possible range of 

views. This research is meant as a starting point for further exploration by academia and 

media producers; it is not exhaustive.   
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 The long interview serves as the collection method for my research because this 

method allows an understanding of an individual's position on a given topic and his or her 

motivation and reasoning. Researcher Grant McCracken stated that the long interview 

"can take us into the mental world of the individual, to glimpse the categories and logic 

by which he or she sees the world" (Woodard, Anita Hill 28). Jacqueline Bobo's ground-

breaking research in Black Women as Cultural Readers also denotes the advantages of 

the long interview in understanding the ways a cultural group responds to media 

(Woodard, Exploring Essence 66). Bobo's research, a feminist ethnography on black 

women's response to three pieces of media, indicates that the long interview allows a 

researcher to engage with participants beyond the superficial and clarify comments and 

unclear answers (Woodard, Exploring Essence 67). Many scholars have followed Bobo's 

approach to research including ethnographer Radhika Parameswaran, who used long 

interviews to analyze her informants in depth. She paid close attention to the connection 

between historical aspects of a particular group, in her case young Indian women who 

read Mills and Boon romance novels, and how the group assesses Western media 

(Woodard, Exploring Essence 70).  

 The investigator conducted in-depth interviews with male and female college 

students from the United States, Ghana, and England between the ages of 18 and 26 who 

self-identify as black or who say they are of African descent. They were selected based 

upon snowball sampling where one student is contacted leading to the next student. There 

were a total of 15 interviews, with each participant also given a brief media use and 

culture survey. The researcher excluded any racial identification other than black or of 

African decent because the research concerns how this particular group believes the 
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media represent them. The research was conducted from the summer of 2008 to the 

summer of 2009. There were six participants from Ghana, three female and three male, 

six participants from the United States, three female and three male, and three female 

participants from England. This research fills a void because, in the past, black voices 

have not been heard regarding their media portrayal. 

FINDINGS 

 This section explains the participants’ positions on the main research questions 

for this study: 

• How do black people in the U.S., Ghana, and Europe see themselves culturally as 

opposed to how they believe media portray them? 

• Do Western media oversimplify what it means to be black? 

• How do black people feel the mainstream media would change if more blacks 

were involved in the process of creating news? 

More specifically, four broad subject areas are addressed: Black Cultural Identity, 

Western Media Interpretations of Black Identity, Black Media Interpretations of Black 

Identity and Changes to the Media. This chapter notes patterns in responses found among 

the participants and includes notable statements from the interviews. 

Black Cultural Identity 

 In their discussions about being black, most of the participants mentioned their 

historical connection to Africa, a connection extending into the past. They felt that being 

black was valuing their roots to the continent. Tamiko, an American, said that “our rich 

history and legacy” helps us to be “determined” and “get things done with all odds 

against us.” This connection “decides the way I dress and the foods that I eat (and) how I 
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interact with people,” said Cinny, a London student born in the Netherlands. Jim, an 

American, agreed that being black meant having a strong foundation but also expressed 

his regret that he did not have more knowledge about his roots: 

It’s really hard especially in my generation because I’m so disconnected from the 
original people in my family that really came from Africa, especially in my family. 
I have family of Puerto Rican descent, German descent, Native American descent, 
so I’m just kind of mixed up all the way but what it does is show that I have history 
that extends past this country and I wish I knew a lot more. 
 

 All of the Ghanaian students mentioned unity and group diversity in their 

descriptions of what it meant to be of African descent. Most of the other Ghanaians 

associated African with black (either automatically or by understanding the research 

description). One student Addison had a different take. He explained that some Africans 

have brown and red tones while some Africans are white “but you still an African if your 

parents from the African continent.” He went on to make a distinction between African 

and black African so that there would be no mistaking the group to which he belonged. 

“That’s basically our complexion,” he said. “We below the sub-Saharan Africa, we are 

black Africans.” Donkok-Bedton went even further to criticize some black people outside 

the continent for what is considered by some Ghanaians as a disrespectful view of their 

origins--  labeling themselves not only by race but also by nationality, as in African-

American. “Yeah, they call their self that but I still think we’re all African,” he said. “But 

they don’t want to accept it because maybe they think that the whites are better than us 

(blacks on the African continent).” 

 

 

Western Media Representations of Black Identity 
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  Two of the London students discussed the mainstream British media’s focus on 

race with the stabbings that had been gripping the United Kingdom. Even though all the 

stabbings had been committed by youth, there had been no racial theme to the violence. 

Dreamer remembered watching a news program that had a panel of youth experts 

debating the problem when one asked “Don’t you think black youths are responsible for 

this? Don’t you think it’s the majority of them that go around stabbing?” She said that 

another panelist responded to the racial charge by mentioning stabbings in Scotland 

which has a very small black population but the comment still left her shaken. “It’s 

almost like a slap on the face,” she said. 

 Adwoa, from Ghana, said the she saw a similar problem with Western news 

media in portrayals of Africans as violent and sickly. She said that because Westerners 

are outside the African culture, they do not understand it and dwell on certain aspects. 

If you watch [Western news] there is nothing good about Africa except war. There 
is nothing good about Africa except like diseases but if they really want to know 
they should go beyond those things and come to our culture.…They only want to 
portray the bad part of Africa and I don’t think that’s a good thing.  

 

 One American student, whose parents were Ghanaian, had spent a semester of 

college in Ghana as a student. She discussed the misrepresentations that Ghanaian blacks 

and African-American blacks have about each other based on stereotypes portrayed in 

media from America. Brittany said:  

Most people thought we would be promiscuous…like they see in rap videos. The 
way the girls dress and all the songs about sex, money, [and] drugs [but] We are 
college students just like they are college students. So, it’s like I’m not a video girl, 
I’m nothing like that. But, at the same time, we have a negative perception of them 
too because even before going [to Ghana] people would say “oh, where ya’ll gonna 
stay.” And they think its like animals running around and people don’t wear clothes 
and stuff like that. 
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 Tamiko echoed Brittany’s view when she expounded on the way that Western 

media creates distorted perceptions of black people. She explained that while all black 

people have “some commonalities,” they come from many different walks of life. 

[Western media] portray black people as a single-faceted culture when our culture 
is multifaceted. We don’t all listen to rap, and that’s how they portray black people 
as a whole. Our race is just like anybody else. We all come from different 
backgrounds, we’re all raised differently, [and] we all have different beliefs. We’ve 
all had different life experiences that make up who we are and that has a lot to with 
our individual personalities more so than just the fact that we’re black. 
 

Black Media Representations of Black Identity 

 For the participants, black media was considered media created by, run by, and/or 

catering to black audiences. The biggest discussion surrounding black media was about 

the effects of commonly-called “black-owned” media in dispelling stereotypes. The 

participants considered BET and certain TV programs as black but understand that these 

shows are produced by parent companies run largely by non-blacks. British student 

Cinny said that even shows with a majority black cast and black producers often 

illuminate the fringes and extremes of the black experience for entertainment value. 

When asked about the most realistic shows she states: 

I’d say My Wife and Kids but then not all parents are like that... Is there any show 
that really portrays anything accurately if you think about it. Because I think of 
All of Us and it’s like you get divorced and then your wife comes back to live 
with you. I don’t think that’s the reality. That doesn’t usually happen. 

 Most of the American students felt that, although there were some positive black 

outlets like Essence or TV One, certain black mediums have sold-out in order to make 

money. Many point to Black Entertainment Television as a prime example. Although Jaz 

thought BET gave a good representation of black people “simply because they do a lot of 

hip-hop verses America” and Jim stated that he “can’t say that BET is a bad 
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representation of black people because there are black people that act that way,” most 

agreed with Brittany’s statement that:  

They [black media companies] were doing a pretty good job, but I think money 
talks louder than their integrity. And they end up selling out to white individuals or 
white companies and therefore almost selling the soul of the black people. Once 
they stop [having integrity] that’s when everything starts going downhill, that’s 
when everything becomes so negative about black people. But while they’re in 
control I do feel like they’re doing a good job to portray a positive image.  

Tamiko and Chim-Chim named specific examples of shows on BET they perceive as 

negative and inaccurate representations of black people. Tamiko said that: 

One thing that popped into my mind was College Hill. I absolutely hate it. I hate 
that it was ever created because it doesn’t portray accurately all college students. 
All black college students—we don’t just party and fight and have all the drama. 
That’s what they’ve been portraying all the seasons that they’ve been on and that’s 
something that really bothers me because that’s how they wanna portray us, as 
nothing but a bunch of wild party animals. But the majority of us who do go off to 
college, we actually take it seriously and are there to get an education more than 
what they’re showing on TV. 

 
Chim-Chim agreed and added that: 
 

I was watching something. Harlem Heights, foolishness. I mean even though they 
are trying to show that black people aren’t impoverished. But mentally, I just still 
see mental slavery and mental destitution. So, even though they are not trying to 
show people as poor, on drugs, with HIV or something, it’s still dumb. Foolishness. 
It’s ignorance. Now, they’re showing us materialistic. All we wanna do is have the 
new houses, have the new Benz, so its still foolishness. And the other show Baldwin 
Hills, not saying white shows with black faces, but that’s what basically it is. 

 
He said that he was disenchanted with inaccuracies in mainstream media both black and 

white. He believed in alternative outlets like TV One which “host a whole lot of good 

shows,” but mainly watched media for purely comedic shows like Family Guy because 

“I’m not taking the media seriously.”  
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Changes to the Media 

 The participants were asked about how mainstream media would change if more 

black people were involved in the process of creating content. Out of the 15 participants, 

only four from the U.S. were skeptical about whether more blacks would change the 

status quo. They questioned the idea of simply placing any black media professional in a 

power position and also thought the media’s obligation to make money would conflict 

with any interests in better representation.  Jim states: 

I don’t necessarily think that if you put more black people in those (media) 
positions, it’ll necessarily be an improvement. I think that news is also in the 
business of entertainment and if you hire a black person to do one thing or the other, 
if they’re not selling advertisements then it doesn’t matter how they portray black 
people or how they portray white people because at the end of the day you just want 
to get people to watch your station.  

 
Jerome states: 

It kinda depends on what type of black people we’re talking about. If we’re talking 
about the BET, 106& Park watching, Soulja Boy quoting, black-generation then it 
wouldn’t change very much at all but if you’re talking about someone [in control] 
who is educated and who not only sees the images on TV but also reads the 
messages behind them then it will change significantly. 

 
 All the students from Ghanaian and England thought that more blacks in the 

mainstream media would have a positive effect on how the group is portrayed. They 

concluded that more black media professionals could inspire other black people and 

enlighten those outside of the group. They also thought that black people would be better 

suited to point out black stereotypes in content. Val states: 

I think by having more black people being more involved in the news, TV programs 
and other such jobs, it would help inspire a younger generation and give others the 
motivation to do such jobs they probably thought they couldn't…it will open up a 
wider audience, so they [black media professionals] won’t just have to write for 
black magazines and speak on just African news channels. 
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 Dreamer added that black media professionals with a desire to go into the 

business to create positive change will make the most difference because “they know 

about their culture, they know about the stereotypes being lied so, if they work together 

and try to pump positivity into the media, I think it definitely will be a good result.” 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
 
 The overall question of this study was: According to black college students, what 

does it mean to be black and how is the image of black people portrayed in the media? 

The participants’ responses reveal that, for them, being black has many positive personal 

connotations but also negative misconceptions because of inaccuracies in media 

representation. Most positive aspects of self-image were accounted largely to family and 

personal experience, while negative aspects of self-image were accounted largely to the 

media and its influence on both blacks and non-blacks. Participants agreed that more 

minority representation in various media organizations could improve portrayals of black 

people. However, many stated that media professionals, both black and non-black, 

needed to first lessen their concern for profit over accurate minority portrayals. 

 In regards to identity and media, this investigation delves, not only into the 

opinions, but into the experiences and emotions of black college students. The study 

provides an understanding of the variety of perspectives some black college students have 

about who they are and the control a particular powerful institution (“the media”) has 

over their collective and individual image. 

 Future research should include an increase in the number of interviews conducted 

with black college students in other areas in Europe and Africa and areas in the Middle 
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East. This expansion will help add any missing voices and expand on themes articulated 

in the present research. 
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